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Collaboration or Privacy – Your Choice

The text-editor interface allows you to select domains.
A domain can be shared by several annotators.

Data can belong to a project so that it can  be shared between
several people,  or it may be private, e.g.,  in case the stored data 
is part of  graduate work or an academic publication.

Every user has a private domain, called MY TEXTS which
allows him or her to access private  data from the browser
interface.

The TC-annotation tool
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Top 15 languages

(by number of phrases)

Lule Sami (718)
Runyankore-Rukiga (439)
Norw egian (407)
Akan (254)
Nyanja (192)

Sekpele (87)
Bini (71)
Koyraboro Senni Songhai 
(64)
English (60)

German (57)
Ga (55)
Sw ahili (36)
Ganda (31)
Ew e (30)
Bulgarian (28)

Some facts...

TypeCraft has 40 individual
users at present, and serves
as a collaboration tool for
2 funded research  projects
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TypeCraft online article publishing

• Click to add an outline

The TC-annotation tool
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Meta tags – different tag sets

The TC-annotation tool
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A great deal of search criteria
can be combined

Search within phrases - input mask

    

The TC-annotation tool
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outline

Outline

Africa hosts 2000 of the 6000 languages of the world.

Although spoken by millions of people 
these languages have received relatively little

 scientific attention. 

We would like to show one way to make
 these languages more known and to add to

their international recognition.
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You think it is normal
to learn in your own
language.

They do not!
The Nigerian Educational language policy states that
all children, also those speaking Edo and one of the 9
other major languages, should be taught in their mother
tongue or in one of the languages of wider
communication in the region.

Science of language and language use 1

Èdó has been documented over 
hundreds of years, but documents are 
either out of print or not easily 
accessible. Ota's thesis is the first one 
that will make annotated data from 
Èdó and some other African languages 
directly accessible to researchers, 
teachers and students all over the 
world.

Edo a language of Nigeria ISO 639-3 (bin)

1 How did TypeCraft help with linguistic research on Èdó and with the 
effort to make the language more known? 
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In order to be understood not only by native speakers language has 
to be marked with symbols that represent the meaning and function 
of every unit. This can be done with TypeCraft.

It offers  a set of predefined symbols. 

Words, morphemes and whole sentences can be marked-up 
which allows for in-depth annotation.

Data produced in TypeCraft can be easily exported to other formats
and to other applications.

1 How did TypeCraft help with linguistic research on Èdó and with the 
effort to make the language more known? 
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Generated in TypeCraft. 

“Ozo ran into the house” 

N V V PN 

house enter PST  run ozo 

òwá làó̠̠ rè rhùlé̠̠ òzó 

òwá làó̠̠ rhùlé̠̠rè Òzó 

Òzó rhùlé̠̠-rè làó̠̠ òwá

positive-declarative -----achievement- V+modifier construction

meaning and
function of 
morphemes

grammatical categoriesmeta-information
about sentences
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LL

The Sami people have lived in Scandinavia since
prehistoric times.

With fewer than 1,500 people, Lule Sami, one of 
the languages spoken by the Sami people, is today
one of Europe's seriously endangered languages.

With Kristin Lindbach's and Svenn-Egil Knutsen Duolljá's
help TypeCraft has started to build-up the first online corpus
 of annotated Lule Sami text. 

African-European parallels
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TypeCraft
Interlinear glossing and its role in theoretical 
and descriptive studies of African and other 

lesser-documented languages

Dorothee Beermann and Pavel Mihaylov
NTNU, Trondheim, Norway

Ontotext Lab, Sofia, Bulgaria
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We care for languages and the people who speak them

Ben
PavelDorothee

Ota

Svenn Egil

Learn to typecraft at NTNU

Represent your project 
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TypeCraft collaboration projects

The TC-collaboration tool
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TypeCraft 
With TypeCraft the user adds linguistic annotation to 

written material which is stored in a relational 

database from where it can be retrieved using

multiple  views.

Annotations are created on multiple tiers. 

Texts as well as annotations are in Unicode. Annotated data can be

exported to standard text editors (WORD, Open Office and LaTex)

as well as to XML format. Archiving can be achieved through the

export of XML with embedded DTD.

TC has been designed for projects on minority languages, joining

linguists and native speakers. It is intuitive to use and

allows wide and distributive usage. 

TC uses PostgreSQL as database format and is written in Java.

 It can be freely used online  with Mozilla Firefox, although at

 present a login is required. TC runs on a  server owned by NTNU. 

Product description
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 Word level annotation 

The TC-annotation tool

Word-level
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Open Firefox Firefox          www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox

Go to www.typecraft.org

1. Ask for an account
2. Login, go to New text
3. Insert text that you would like to annotate
4. Enter the annotation editor–annotate
5. Next time you login you will find your

newly annotated text in My texts

IT'S THAT SIMPLE!

How do I start using TypeCraft?How do I start using TypeCraft?

See you on TypeCraft :=)


